Chain-Sys Announces Its Participation at SAPPHIRE® NOW to
Showcase its Data Management Tools
LANSING, Mich. — 04/31/2016 — Chain-Sys, an SAP partner, today announced that it will
participate at SAPPHIRE® NOW and ASUG Annual Conference being held May 17–19 in
Orlando, Florida. The Chain-Sys booth number is 938. Chain-Sys will announce the new
appSECURITYTM product that enables enhanced identity and access management for SAP®
software.
The following four Chain-Sys products are highlighted during the conference and exhibition.
appSECURITYTM offers enhanced identity and access
management for SAP software. It facilitates easy
onboarding of applications. Extensive audit trails allow
tracing of who changed what, when in
reconciliation/synchronization of security setups between
SAP Identity Management and other enterprise
applications. appSECURITYTM comes standard with
streamlined integration features with source and target
applications.
appCONNECTTM integrates SAP ERP and SAP Business
Suite 4 SAP HANA® (SAP S/4HANA) with other cloud and
on-premise applications. DQM Engine is built into the
product. As cloud-based applications proliferate, data silos
start building. This product helps in managing data across
the multiple cloud applications and brings in summarized
data to its central data hub, from which extensive analysis
is done. Rapid integration is made possible with 200+ end
points and 1000+ templates.
appMDMTM helps in rapidly building data hubs, without
programming efforts. ETL operations, data governance
workflow and data quality management are built into the
product that can be easily configured. appMDMTM allows
drag-and-drop development of user interfaces and
business validations. Data profiling and data reconciliation
are some of the advanced features that come with the
product. This, along with the company’s proven motto of
“Get Clean; Stay Clean,” provides consistent and stable
master-data quality.

The field-proven appMIGRATETM solution provides instant
relief for data migration challenges. As a product with
ready-to-use configurable templates (300+ for SAP
software) with no need for programming, appMIGRATETM
helps save time and money. The tool provides a process
flow that is amenable to implementation of data profiling,
cleansing, coexistence, reconciliation and other DQM
measures as part of data migration step. Predictable
cutover planning for a tight time window can be
accomplished way ahead of go live.

Chain-Sys will be providing demonstrations of the various tools, based on area of focus. The
entire suite of products uses a templated approach (with 1000+ templates completed for different
enterprise solutions & verticals) with prebuilt adapters, thereby reducing the time and effort in the
implementation. This, with Chain-Sys deep expertise and agile methodology, make it a simple,
predictable and favored approach to data- and security-related challenges.
“We are excited to release our newest product appSECURITYTM at SAPPHIRE NOW to simplify
customer SAP security needs. We look forward to be part of the data-quality initiatives of our
customers,” said Sujay Nelson, Chain-Sys VP of Products for SAP.
In addition to having tools that truly deliver on the power of the cloud, Chain-Sys has experts to
get customers connected quickly and aligned to best practices. These experts focus on data
migration, integration, data quality and analytics. Their experience can be leveraged to speed
cloud adoption while simultaneously helping ensure that there are no new data silos.
SAPPHIRE NOW focuses on how companies can enable their digital business strategy and get
more from their technology investments. SAPPHIRE NOW and ASUG Annual Conference are the
world’s premier business technology event and largest SAP customer-run conference, offering
attendees the opportunity to learn and network with customers, SAP executives, partners and
experts across the entire SAP ecosystem.

About Chain-Sys
Chain-Sys is a trusted innovator in the SAP software space. Our success can be largely
attributed to our products, project/program management experience, industry and process
knowledge and in-depth experience in the ERP product suites.
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